5 Speaking  Making plans

Making arrangements
You need...
Shall we...?, Why don't we...?
Let's..., What/How about...
would like; would rather/prefer
Imperative
Prepositions of place
Prepositions and adverbs of movement

Warm-up

1 a In pairs. Match the photos (1–4) to the activities (a–d).
   a ____ climbing wall    c ____ kitesurfing
   b ____ paintballing     d ____ Laser Quest

b Now complete the expressions with the activities above.
   1 go to ________
   2 go ________
   3 go to a ________
   4 go ________

2 a What would you like to do this weekend?
   b In pairs. Compare your ideas. Explain why you would like to do these things.
   A This weekend I'd like to...
   B Really? Why?
   A Because...

Listening

3 a Listen. Which activity in exercise 1 do Mike and Anna arrange to do?
   b Listen again. When and where do they arrange to meet? Complete the table.

   Day: ________
   Time: ________
   Place: ________
   Directions from school: Go straight down ________. Turn left at the ________. You're in Green Road. Go ________ and my street is the second ________.

Speaking

4 a Listen and repeat the phrases in the box.

   Make it natural
   That sounds like fun.
   Sounds cool.
   Great idea!
   Sorry, I can't.
   I'm busy.
   See you then!

   b Think of an activity you would like to do at the weekend in your town/city/area. Invent details (what? where? when?) and write them in one of the sections of the diary.

   c In groups of four. Explain your plans for the weekend and invite the others to go with you. Make arrangements to meet and give directions. Try to arrange an activity for each of the four times over the weekend. Use the phrases in the box to make it natural!
   A How about... on Saturday afternoon?
   B Sounds cool!
   C Where/What time shall we meet?
   A Let's meet at...
   D How do I get there?